Home Learning

Monday

Literacy

Maths

Weekly Project

LO: To identify features of an
autobiography

LO: To interpret pictogram data

Think tank - Design a better world.
Choose your global goal e.g floods,
climate changes, water sanitation,
renewable energy, hunger.
Design or improve existing ideas.
How can you help the world?

Pick out features from the text using a
checklist.
Timeline out key events.
Link features they have found to the text.

Tuesday

Wednesday

Look at pictograms. Pay attention to
the key. Remember, when reasoning,
give a full answer.

Share your ideas with us by
emailing or blogging your work.

LO: To compare biographies and
autobiographies

LO: To interpret and present chart
data

Identify which text is a biography and
which is an auto biography.

Look at bar graphs. Pay attention to
the key. Remember, when reasoning,
give a full answer.

LO: To plan an autobiography
Children to be reminded

LO: To interpret and present data

Interpret tables. Work it out carefully
Recap features used in an autobiography.
which information are important.
Template used to help structure of work.
Plan your autobiography.

Thursday

LO: To write an autobiography

LO: To interpret line graphs

Recap features used in an autobiography. What is a difference between line
Template used to help structure of work.
graph and bar chart? Plot line graphs
Plan your autobiography.

and use reasoning to interpret events.

Friday

Which leaf has the largest are?
Collect diﬀerent types of leaves.
They all have diﬀerent shapes. Can
you name tries where they come
from? Use squared paper to trace
and cut out leaves. Count squares
to determine which leave has the
largest area.
Thinking skills.
Play game “If I were a …” Choose
a word or subject and follow
structure. I were…, I would…, How
or why…. . Involve everyone. Go
around the room and gather all the
ideas. First person stops the cycle
is out.
Sports Day Competition.
Invite your parents/ siblings
outside. Create a sports day
competitions for everyone to
participate. Who is going to win?

Next term, we are going to be learning about the Ancient Romans. Here are some ideas for the projects you may like to
complete over summer holidays.
Make an information board about Roman soldiers.
Write a newspaper report about an event in Roman times.
Research Italian cuisine and make a recipe book.
If you want to be a scientist, collect information about rock cycle and how fossils are made.
Remember, stay safe and happy.

